English 9 Annotated Works Cited Tips

Points were not deducted for:

Citations:
- Using MLA8 instead of MLA7
  - But I wrote notes to show what information was missing. For example MLA7 requires place of publication for books.
  - The more detailed information you provide for a source, demonstrates to your teacher that you thoroughly examined the source.
- Optional note
  - This is a suggestion for citing sources.
- Not spacing and indenting the citation and annotation properly.
  - Due to formatting issues in Showbie and Google Docs.
  - In the future, you will have to format your citations and annotations properly by using software such as Microsoft Word or Pages.

Example of Format of Citation and Annotation

Citations are double spaced and indented 0.5" from the 2nd line+
Annotations are single spaced and indented 0.5".


Sample annotation XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.

Points were deducted for:

Citations:
- See Notes
  - Missing information besides place of publication
  - Author is the editor

Annotations:
- Too general which meant you did not address the E³ = Education + Expertise + Experience for an Author in terms of:
  - Author's educational degree
  - Other books written by the author that are relevant to the topic
  - The author's background should be related to the source topic.
  - If no or limited information is found about the author, investigate if the publication source is credible.
- Included information that I could not verify on the expertise or authority of the author.

Authoritative and Appropriate:
- Better sources available
  - World History in Context (online database) that provides articles from Reference Books
  - Articles in MasterFile Complete (online database)
  - Electronic books in eBook Central (online database)